8 Ziplines
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With 8 ziplines ranging from
250 to 1,800 ft long, you will
soar through trees and over
canyons 500 ft below!

2 Suspension Bridges

Combo
Course
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Get your adrenaline pumping
as you cross our 200 ft long
bridges and see spectacular
views of Colorado Springs.

180 ft Assisted Rappel
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Finish with a thrill as you
descend to the canyon floor
and land next to a babbling
brook.
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$235.00 per person
+
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4 hours
$260 + 20% Service Charge
1-60 participants
broadmooroutfitters.com/course-tour

Participants will begin the Combo Course
with a 15 minute drive up the historic Old
Stage Road. Deep in the canyon, they will meet
their guides! The guides will take the group
through a short orientation and Ground School
where they can practice their techniques before
starting the tour.
The first two “warm up” lines are 250 and 310
feet long. These shorter lines allow participants
to get the feel for the essential zipping techniques. After completing the second zipline,
participants will take a short walk to the third
zipline.
Standing on the granite formations, participants will prepare to soar 150 feet above the
creek below. The fourth zipline will take them
back over the same creek and above the quiet
Midnight Falls.
After another short walk, participants will
embark on their second longest zip of the day at
1,500 feet. Make sure to say hello to the hikers
far below! In order to continue, participants will
have a 15-20 min hike to sixth zipline.

During the hike, the guides can point out
*
some prominent peaks in the background.
The sixth zipline, at 400 feet long, offers beautiful and impressive views of the Seven Falls
Canyon.
Next, participants will have to face the most
nerve-wracking part of the tour. They will have
to cross our 2-200 foot suspension bridges.
Their guides can point out the impressive engineering that is essential to this course.
Heartbeats will begin to race as participants
prepare to cross the seventh zipline and reach
their highest point of 500 feet! As they catch
their breath, the guides will hook them into the
final, and longest, zipline of the tour. Participants will soar up the Seven Falls canyon and
over the popular trail to the seven waterfalls.
If the 1,800 foot zipline wasn’t enough, participants will be lowered to the canyon floor on
our 180 foot assisted rappel. Seven Falls visitors
will watch in amazement as you are lowered
down the ridgeline. Remember to visit the seven waterfalls that gives this park it’s name.

